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Rocket Propellant Combustion Studies in a Constant Volume Bomb
H. s. MUKUNDA and B. N. RAGHUNANDAN

Department of Aeronautical Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Banglore 560012

Abstract-A constant volume window bomb has been used to measure the characteristic velocity (c*) of rocket
propellants. Analysis of the combustion process inside the bomb including heat losses has been made. The experi
ments on double base and composite propellants have revealed some (i) basic beat transfer aspects inside the bomb
and (ii) combustion characteristics of Ammonium Perchlorate-Polyester propellants. It has been found that
combustion continues even beyond the peak pressure and temperature points. Lithium Fluoride mixed propellants
do not seem to indicate significant differencesin c· though the low pressure deflagration limit is increased with per
centage of Lithium Fluoride.

1. INTRODUCTION

SYMBOLS

accounts for 'co-volume' effect. This constant is
determined from experiments and then flame
temperatures are evaluated after measuring the
peak bomb pressures ('"'-'WOO atms) for a known
mass of the propellant. This is essentially the
technique used by some investigators (Every and
Thieme (1965), Fayon and Goldstein (1966),
Iwama et al. (1967» subsequent to Griffin et al.
(1959), who proposed and used it for the first time.
Thus the reason for using such a procedure in
volving very high pressures and so involving the
experimental estimation of the 'co-volume' appears
to be essentially historical. If there are other
reasons, they have not been discussed by any of
the previous authors.

In the present work, the essential idea is to keep
the pressure levels at about the rocket operating
pressures (~lOO atms) so that co-volume effect
need not be considered. This however alters the
situation experienced by the earlier workers
(Griffin et al. (1959) and Iwama et al. (1967)).
Since the pressures were very high, the burning
rates (or consumption rates) were very large and
time for combustion were very small-typically
2-4 msecs as in Griffin et al. (1959), of the order of
20-30 msecs as in Iwama et al. (1967) and 0.2-0.3
sees as in Fayon and Goldstein (1966). During

in the evaluation of properties of gun propellants.
Since gun propellants experience pressures of the
order of 1000-5000 atmospheres, the bomb method
used for rocket propellants also considered using
these high pressures. At these pressures real gas
effects dominate and hence the equation of state
for real gases is used. The constant 'b' in equation

p(v - b) = nPAT where n = number of moles
(1)

Inside surface area of the bomb (em")
Specific impulse (sees)
Ideal thrust coefficient
Specific heat at constant volume (caljgm OK)
Characteristic velocity (cmjsec)
Heat transfer coefficient (cal/em" sec OK)
Steady state heat transfer coefficient (call
ern" sec OK)
Heat of combustion (cal/gm)
Mass of inert gas inside the bomb (gm)
Mass of the propellant
Nondimensional number (see equation 5)

Initial and final molecular weights of gases

Initial pressure of the filling gas (Kg/ems)
Maximum pressure of the (product + inert)
gas (Kgjcm2)

Universal gas constant
Gas constant of gases in the bomb
Time' for peak pressure to attain (sec)
Characteristic combustion time (sec)
Maximum adiabatic temperature at constant
volume (OK)
Maximum adiabatic temperature at constant
pressure COK)
Initial temperature of the filling gas COK)
Volume of the bomb (crrr')
Specific heat ratio

vy[_2_](Y+ll/(2Y-2)

y + I .
fey)

tpc"k
t ionr.:

H

PA
R

The constant volume method of evaluation of
ballistic properties of propellants had the origin

min
m,
M

ullin)
.AJ

Pin
Pm""
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150 H. S. MUKUNDA AND B. N. RAGHUNANDAN

(3)

T".aa = 1 +
'li..

+ A.h. ('~ (T - Ta,,) dt
Jo h~

If we perform the integration up to the peak
pressure conditions we can rewrite the above
equation as

The heat transfer coefficient, h in equation (3)
can depend on time quite strongly because of the
transient nature of the combustion.

If we now equate the heat release to the heat
absorbed under adiabatic conditions, we have

+ M t!! ( pV _ T.. ) d (_t) (6)
Jo h. (m + mi,,)R in tpll&k

M = h.A.tpe&k = h.A. (5)
m.C; (m,C,)tpe&k)

where M is nondimensionaI. This number char
acterises the ratio of heat loss rate to heat pro
duction rate as is expressed in the second equality.
M -+ 0 implies that the heat loss effects are insig
nificant i.e. approach to adiabatic conditions takes
place. M can be made small by increasing the
mass of the propellant inside the bomb or by so
burning it that tpe&k is made small. It also appears
preferable to choose a bomb such that minimum
surface area for a given volume is obtained. This
naturally leads to a spherical bomb.

In the present work, however, a conventional
bomb has been used as difficulty was experienced
in obtaining a spherical bomb. The heat transfer
coefficient can be reduced by making the bomb
inside material as insulating.

The equation (4) can be recast as

(m,,, + m,) (Tm llX _ 1)
m, 'li..

+ r'~,~:&k)r:.(;.. -1) dCp:&J (4)

Validity of the equation (4), implies that the
complete propellant mass would have burnt at
the peak pressure, (see section 5.1 for further
discussion).

It will be noticed that equation (4) consists of
non-dimensional terms alone. We define

this period ofpressure rise, there will be temperature
rise and so heat losses to the wall will be occurring.
These heat losses can be expected to be insignificant,
not insignificant and certainly significant for the
above experiments respectively. The time scales
in the present investigation are of the order of
0.3-1 sec or more. Hence analysis is needed to
take account of the heat losses.

Though from the above consideration, the
advantages gained by lowering the pressure levels
appear to have disappeared some new features of
combustion and heat transfer occurring in the bomb
have been uncovered as a consequence. Probably
these may be occurring even in the case of earlier
investigations and hence may require a fresh look
at the earlier experiments.

2. EARLIER WORK

Iwama et a/. (1967) in' an effort to improve upon
the work of Griffin et 0/. (1959) have tried to
calculate the co-volume from equilibrium computa
tions of composition. The relevance of the use
of such estimates in the highly non-equilibrium
situations present during the very fast combustion
is questionable. Also the estimates of co-volume
do not seem to correlate well with the loading
density, a fact which has been assumed by Iwama
et 0/. (I 967). It appears best to estimate 'b', the
co-volume from actual experiments as has been
done by Griffin et a/. (1959). This procedure seems
to have been also used by Every and Thieme (1965)
for the evaluation of the ballistic properties of
liquid oxygen and methane. Fayon and Goldstein
(1966) use the constant volume bomb technique
to obtain the burning rate law of the propellants.
In their analysis used to obtain the burning rates
from the pressure-time traces, an assumption that
the temperature of the gases in the chamber is
constant has been made. This assumption is of
somewhat doubtful value. Their results on mass
balance, however, seem to check with those
obtained by the deduced burning rate law.

3. THEORY

The heat balance for the gas in the bomb at any
time can be written as

triH = (m. n + m)CiT - T.,,) + Losses (2)

where m is the mass of propellant burnt at any time.
The losses can be written as

Losses = A.fh(T- Ta,,)dt
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(7)

4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND DATA
REDUCTION

Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the set up
used for the experiments. The details of the bomb
assembly are given elsewhere (Mukunda and
Raghunandan (1974». A strain guage transducer
was used for making transient pressure measure
ments. A Pt-Pt-13% Rh thermocouple (0.1 mm
diameter wire, bead being made a flat disc, 0.5 mm
dia and 0.1 mm thick) was used for the transient
temperature measurements. The rise time of both
the devices was sufficiently small compared to trans
ient periods in the experiments. The outputs from
the pressure transducer and thermocouples were
amplified and recorded on a visicorder at paper
speeds of 25 mm/sec or 50 mmjsec. Ignition was
affected by covering the samples with a thin
Nichrome wire and passing a direct current of
about 500-600 m amps at 12 volts.

Data analysis consists in measuring pressures at
different intervals of time and curve fitting the

(12)Is" = C'i-c*jg

fitted and the results for tilln -+ 0 lead to the deter
mination of adiabatic combustion temperature at
constant volume. Rocket combustion takes place,
however, at near constant pressures instead of
constant volume. The above results have, therefore,
to be converted to those at constant pressure.

Following Griffin et al. (1959), we obtain

i.:
T'D.ad = - + Tref(1 - Ijy) (10)

Y
The above relation assumes that l:1nfJfT« Qv,
where l:1n is the change in the number of moles
from reactants to products and Qv = enthalpy of
the gases at constant volume. For most reactions
of interest it turns out that the above condition is
satisfied. From the values of T.,.ad so obtained
one obtains the characteristic velocity as

c* = .JRT'D.adjr(y) (11)

It is to be recognized that estimates of y and
molecular weight of the products of combustion
are to be obtained from other sources like com
putation of equilibrium products of combustion.
Generally these values do not vary significantly
with pressure for conventional solid/liquid pro
pellants.

The specific impulse can be obtained byestimat
ing C~ for a given rocket motor geometry and
Pc,p. etc. as

+ J[lIPeal<(p - Pin) dt]

Pmax

It may be pointed out that even though the re
placement is arbitrary, the functional form of the
heat loss integral has been left undefined and hence
no generality is lost. We can define

r'Peak
tilln = Jo (p - Pin) dt/Pm..x (8)

It may be noted that t i ll n takes on a character
essentially the same as M. Thus

vr...ad =~ (Pmo.xJl/ - PinJlin) + J(till n) (9)
;;nmf

.Af in the equation (9) is evaluated from the
expression for the average molecular weights of
mixtures of gases, namely

Ji' {m f min }_l
.At f = + ------':.::..---

Jlim/ + min) .Ain(mf + min)

where JI'D is the molecular weight of the products
of combustion. In the case of solid propellants,
.A:1> usually varies from 24-26. Hence.A/ will lie
between 25-27. Now we adopt the procedure
which parallels that used by Griffin et al. (1959).
The pressure-time trace for a number of masses of
propellants and methods of burning are obtained
so that peak pressures for a wide range of t ill n
values are obtained. These data are then curve

In the experiments which have been made by
earlier workers as well as the present one, the
pressure-time trace is the one used for obtaining
the adiabatic flame temperature. And it is probably
the only meaningful method for obtaining the
adiabatic temperature. A primary reason for this
is as follows. In the heat loss integral of equation
(6), we notice that both the mass of the gas at
any time = min + m and hlh, depend on time.
If we desire to burn the propellant in any arbitrary
geometry, it will be almost impossible to estimate
m.Hence the evaluation of the heat loss integral
will be quite involved. Also one should expect
that any such effects should be reflected in the
pressure-time trace. It appears better, therefore,
to replace the heat loss integral by a pressure-time
integral as below.
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Pressure gage

Multichannel
recorder

Multichannel
pre amplifier

~==::=================::::::j12 VI I DC Ignition
sources

~
Vent.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the set-up.

(13)

data into a polynomial for p in terms of t. Use of
(8) gives I Ion' A plot of

V
-- (Pmo.xvllJ - Pinvltin) VS tion
9fmJ

is used for extrapolation purposes. Also a curve
fit of this relation leads to the determination of
Tv •ad •

In order to obtain samples with varying t i on
different geometries of the propellant were used
some being partly inhibited. Figure 2 shows the
various geometries used for the purpose along with
the lion achievable in each case. Tn order to account
for the heat addition due to combustion of ignition
wire, estimates were made of the heat of combus
tion per unit weight of the wire and it was found
that I mg wire would amount to 4.0 mg of the
propellant (Double Base). The overall accuracies
of the experiments may be set at about 3 per cent.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Mass burnt at peak pressure

A typical trace of the pressure is as shown in
Figure 3. The various characteristics of the trace
are shown on the figure. The final pressure
(when the final temperature is equal to the initial
temperature) attained as t -- 00 is much higher
than Pin and is given by

_ (min + mf ) vltin
PI - Pin ff

min vH f

In order to check whether combustion would
be complete at the time for peak pressure, measure
ments of the time for peak pressure and the death
of visible flame were also made using an electronic
timer. The timer was started when the ignition
switch and recorder were turned on and it was

11
D Inhibition

Q tt6 ~ lJ(
I I I I I

0·2 0·4 0·6 0·8 1·0

t ign (seconds)

FIG. 2. Methods of arranging the sample to obtain a variety of initial pressure rises (or Ii''')'
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p

o 1·0 2.0

t (sees)
3·0

Flame extinction

!tpeak-I-Rise Decay

FIG. 3. A typical set of pressure time traces with nomenclature.

stopped when the flame disappeared. The results
are shown in the Table I.

It is seen that the flame is present in every case
beyond the peak point. This fact was confirmed
in a large number of experiments. The implication
of this fact is that it cannot be taken that all the
mass disappears at the peak pressure (and peak
temperature as seen subsequently). Fayon and
Goldstein (1966) show from their work which
involves burning times of the same order as the
present that mass balance calculations tally when
computed from the deduced burning rate data.
From this it appears that the mass burnt after
the peak may not be significant.

TABLE I

Pressure at
Time for flame extinction/

Time for extinction, pressure at
Test no. peak! sees. sees. peak

3/22-7 0.5 0.85 ± 0.1 0.78
4/22-7 0.5 0.8 ± 0.1 0.75
8/22-7 2.35 2.85 ± 0.1 0.66
1/24-7 0.475 0.85 ± 0.1 0.73

5.2 Heat loss beyond the point of peak pressure
If heat loss alone dominated, the process beyond
the peak pressure or some point on the decaying
part of the t-! trace, We have

!!:.. {(m;n + m,)C"T} = -hA.(T - ~11) (14)
dt

Rewriting this equation in terms of p we obtain

C ~(PV...II,) = -hA ( pV...II, _T)
" dt (j£ • (j£(min + m,) .n

If we solve this we get

P = Pa + (Pm8.x - Pa)

x exp (- hA, (t - tpea.J)
(min + m,)C"

t > tpea.k

where P» = (min + m,)(j£Tinl...llfV.

Thus the plot of In (p - Pg)/(Pm8.x - Pll) vs (t 
tp o..k ) should lead to a straight line. Figure 4 shows
the plots for a number of cases. It is seen that
instead of a single straight line, there seem to be
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A
1.0

0·8

0·7

0·6

0·5

~Co 0:--- 0.4

0·3

H. S. MUKUNDA AND B. N. RAGHUNANDAN

• DB '1·7354 lIms
D DB 2-76/0 lIms
• DB 3·073 lIms
t--I FLAME EXTINCTION

REGION

0·2

o
0.4 0-8 1·0 1·2 1·4 1·6

(t -tpeakl sees.

FIG. 4. Pressure-time curves during decay period.

2·2

a number of lines with discontinuous slopes.
Though one can state that the points belong to
some general curve, there appears good justification
for identifying the straight line regions with
distinct slopes. Jn fact, many other curves not
shown in the figure also could be classified similarly.
The first break in the curve can be identified with
the extinction of the flame. The slopes of the
curves are decreasing with increasing time. This
feature is somewhat inexplicable. The decrease
in the slope even at the region of flame extinction
does not appear correct. The slope, we expect,
should be larger beyond B since in the region
AB we have heat release which terminates at B.

. The cause for this and the change in slopes at
C, D etc. appear probably to be due to the change
in transport properties i.e. change in hiC; due to
decrease in temperature with respect to time.

5.3 Temperature-time curves

In order to obtain information on the temperature
inside the bomb, temperature traces were obtained.
A typical trace is shown in Figure Sa. It is seen
that in the rising part the trace follows the pressure
time curve. However, beyond this point the

temperature decays very slowly for a large period
of time and then drops rather suddenly. The
position of the thermocouple bead in this experiment
is also shown therein. The temperature which is
measured, in principle, refers to a point or a region
rather than the bomb as a whole, for the bead
placed next to the propellant would measure much
higher temperatures than at other stations. If
however, mixing was intense in the whole region,
then we would expect that temperature over a large
portion would be same. Convective mixing is a
principal mode of mixing and the typical time
scales of mixing can be obtained as Ll», where L is
the length the gases have to traverse and v is the
velocity of the gases. Typically L,,-, 5 ems and
v"-' 100 cmleec: This leads to mixing time scale
of about 50 m sees. The typical transient rise
times vary from 300 m sees to 600 m sees, Hence
we can expect that the temperature recorded really
belongs to an 'average' temperature of the bomb.
Also the rise characteristic of temperature is
similar to that of pressure. The start of the tem
perature signal occurs at the same time as of
pressure signal in every case. These give credence
to the fact that gases are homogeneous with respect
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Region in which

~ad is placed

~ ~time..........._-~10secs.~
,~ 0·30secs.

~'18000K---;...

(a)

~ 100 Kg/cm2 --#-""

Region of bead

~IacementTemp.

Pressure

\-14-----.....-.1.1----- time
r-J 0-30./- ~ 10 sees

sees.

(b)

FIG. Sa and b. Typical pressure and temperature traces.

to temperature over the region of measurement
of temperature. In the decay part we expect that
temperature and pressure to be proportional to
each other. However the temperature seems to
decay at much slower rate than the pressure. The
position of the thermocouple seemed to matter
in this regard. When the bead was positioned
closer to the wall, the temperature-time trace
followed the pressure-time trace as shown in
Figure 5b which is what is to be expected. The
cause for the difference as in Figure 5a was hy
potheized as being due to the condensation of the
water vapour (which is a principal product of
combustion) on the thermocouple bead, thus
preventing the record of the true gas temperature.
The water vapour would be subjected to the various
phases of nucleate and film boiling and when the
water vaporized completely true gas temperature
would be recorded. In case (ii) reflected in Figure
5b, condensation was probably not occurring and
hence the profiles of temperature and pressure are
similar. Further experiments are underway to
verify the hypothesis.

5.4 Combustion of double base and composite
propellants

The propellants that have been studied are indicated
in Table II. The table also indicates the bomb
initial conditions during the experiment.

From Table II it is clear that the low pressure
deflagration limit is appreciably large for LiF
catalysed propellants. These propellants would not
ignite or sustain combustion inside the bomb at
pressures roughly indicated in Table II. These
results were obtained also by Dhameja (1973)
earlier in burning rate studies using a strand burner.

Figure 6 shows the plot of V/m;Ji(pmn.x../lJ 
pin../lin) as a function of t illn. It is seen that the
data of D.B. propellants correlate very well leading
to a flame temperature 2500 ± 50 "K. The T".ad
of all the composite propellants is about 2550 ±
50 OK with the exception of BI, 1 which has a value
of 2200 ± 50 OK. The curves for (BI,l), (Bl,2),
and (BI,3) indicate that the c* values (or flame
temperatures) are increased by increase in the
initial pressure at which combustion is initiated.
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2800r-------------------------------------.

~

E
.....
>
.s 180

);i 1600c
0.-,

1400
~..

1200
D..~- 1000.
~

800

600

400
0

o DB
, BJ ,1
" BI,2
• BI.3
a Bn
_BDZ

0.1 0·2 0·3 0-4 0·5 0·6 0·7 0·8 O·g 1'0 1·1
t i9n (seconds)

FIG. 6. Plot of T. VS l/ o A for double base (DB) and composite propel/ants.

a

1'2 1-'125

There was significant carbon deposit particularly
at low pressures pointing to the incomplete com
bustion of the already fuel rich composition at
lower pressures. The results are not very different
for firings at 6 atrns and 13 atrns showing that
the effect of initial pressure has become small.
The results of BI, BU, and BIV obtained at 6 atm
and above indicate that the c* values are not very
different between various samples. This implies
that LiF has marginal effect on the specific impulse
of the propellant.

Propel/ant

I. DB
2. BI,I

BI,2
DI,3

3. BII

4. BIV

TABLE II

Composition
(per cent

by weight)

AP 70)
PDRIlI 18
Styrene 9
DOP 3

AP 69'5}PDRIH 18
Styrene 9
DOP 3
LiF 0.5

AP 68'S}PDRIII 18
Styrene 9
DOP 3
LiF 1.5

Initial
conditions

in the bomb·

I atm. Air

I atm. Air
6 atm. N.

I3 atm. N.

.6atm.N.

13 atm. N.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Some of the significant conclusions of the present
work are the following:

1) Criteria for the design of a constant volume
bomb with peak pressures of the order of rocket
operating pressure have been obtained.

2) Combustion of the propellant inside the
bomb proceeds even beyond the point of peak
pressure.

3) The heat loss traces seem to indicate either
significant heat release or strong variation of the
transport properties of the gases during the time
after all the mass has been burnt.

4) The characteristic velocities of composite
Polyester AP propellants do not seem to depend
on the extent of LiF in AP (when mixed with LiF).

5) Considering the implications of the con
clusion (2) above, it appears that the impulse bomb
of the above kind is better suited to compari ng the
performance (i.e. c*) between given propellants
rather than evaluating the actual performance.

The authors are thankful to Lt. Col. R. K. Dhameja
for giving the samples ofpropel/ants and Dr. Y. P.
Saradhy ; Mr. Balakrishnan for help in experiments
and Dr. H. R. Nagendra for some discussions.
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